
ECW On Sci Fi – October 3,
2006: His Best Match Ever
ECW on Sci Fi
Date: October 3, 2006
Location: Landon Arena, Topeka, Kansas
Commentators: Joey Styles, Tazz

Things have gotten a bit more interesting around here in
recent weeks after Hardcore Holly ripped his back apart in a
match with Rob Van Dam last week. That is the kind of moment
that made this place actually feel extreme and if they can do
something like that (without horribly injuring someone) they
might be onto something. Let’s get to it.

Here are last week’s results if you need a recap.

Paul Heyman and Hardcore Holly look at the injury last week
with Heyman saying Holly can’t wrestle Rob Van Dam tonight, no
matter how much he wants to. Heyman is worried about a lawsuit
but Holly grabs him by the coat (Heyman: “BOB!”) and shoves
him into a locker. Cue Test with a chair to the back to put
Holly down in agony. Test will get to face Rob Van Dam tonight
instead.

Opening sequence.

Sandman/Sabu vs. Matt Striker/Big Show

That is one of the oddest tag matches I have ever seen. Sabu
and Show start things off with the right hands not having any
effect on the giant. A headbutt drops Sabu and it’s off to
Striker to slowly stomp away. The springboard leg lariat puts
Striker down but Show low bridges Sabu out to the floor.

We take a break and come back with Show suplexing Sabu so
Striker can get two. Striker sends Sabu face first into Show’s
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raised boot and then takes him down by the hair. Sabu gets in
a shot of his own though and the hot tag brings in Sandman (to
a heck of a pop). Everything breaks down and Show breaks up the
White Russian legsweep. A splash from Show lets Striker steal
the pin.

Rating: D+. As weird as that was, including the loud pop for
Sandman’s hot tag, this wasn’t much of a match. I’m not sure
what you would have expected from something like this though,
as you have Show and almost no one else, which doesn’t make
for the strongest setup. I do like them trying something fresh
though as they have to bring in someone new at some point.

We look at Holly being attacked again. Turning Holly face off
of that injury would be….I’m not sure how that would work
actually.

Kelly Kelly and Trinity promote next week’s Extreme Strip
Poker with Kelly opening her top to reveal a pair of
strategically placed aces.

Tommy Dreamer vs. Kevin Thorn

Ariel is here with Thorn, who shoves Dreamer off the middle
rope to start and hammers away. A missed charge in the corner
lets Dreamer grab a neckbreaker for two and there’s a swinging
neckbreaker for the same. The Dreamer DDT gets two as Ariel
puts the foot on the rope. The referee yells at her, allowing
Thorn to get in the walking stick shot for the pin.

Rating: D+. Another lame match here, mainly due to the time.
Thorn still feels like a token supernatural character and that
isn’t the most appealing idea. Dreamer is still fine enough
for a midcard spot around here and it would be weird to not
have him as part of ECW. Not very good here, but what else
were they supposed to do?

The Marine still exists.



Maria and Candice Michelle want to play poker.

CM Punk vs. Danny Doring

Butterfly backbreaker into the kick to the head and Anaconda
Vice for the tap in just over a minute.

Post match Kelly Kelly comes out and dances for Punk but Mike
Knox cuts her off. Knox tells him to stay away from Kelly, but
Punk says she won’t stay away from him. The brawl is teased
but doesn’t happen.

Ashley and Kristal have more poker trash talk, because that’s
a thing.

Rob Van Dam vs. Test

Extreme Rules. Van Dam kicks away to start but gets sent
outside in a heap. The choking on the barricade doesn’t work
but neither does Rob’s spinning kick to the back. That’s
enough for a banged up knee so Test grabs the steps, which
bounce off the post and fall back onto his face instead.
Despite the bad knee, Van Dam hits Rolling Thunder onto Test
onto the steps.

The table is set up at ringside but Test blasts him with a
clothesline back inside. A chair is kicked into Rob’s face and
Test puts another one in the corner. Rob is able to grab a
chair and throw it at Test’s face, setting up a heck of a
sunset powerbomb to send Test through the table (in a nice
call back to Holly’s injury). We take a break and come back
with Paul Heyman coming out to the ring. Test kicks Van Dam
low and then sends him outside, where the security guards beat
up Van Dam even more.

Back in and Van Dam is sent head first into the chair in the
corner for two. The bearhug goes on so Rob escapes in a hurry,
only to get chaired in the face again. The turnbuckle pad was
taken off somewhere in there but Van Dam kicks him down for a



save. Rob skateboards the chair into Test’s face in the corner
but Rolling Thunder only hits chair.

Test goes up top with a chair and drives it onto the chair
onto Van Dam’s face (that looked good) for two. Another table
is set up inside, where Van Dam counters a powerbomb into a
sunset flip for two of his own. Test goes into the exposed
buckle and is then sat on the table, but Van Dam has to go
after the security guards. Cue Show to send Van Dam through
the table and Test’s TKO is good for the pin.

Rating: B-. That has to be Test’s best match ever and while it
was hidden behind a bunch of smoke and mirrors, it worked out
rather well in the end. Test gets the big win and Van Dam’s
punishment continues, but they need to give him something
sooner or later. Heck of a main event though and I had a lot
of fun with the whole thing.

Overall Rating: C+. The main event helped a lot but next
week’s show does not sound like their best offering. It’s good
that they are setting up stories for later, but there are
still a bunch of things that are not exactly interesting. The
strip poker deal might be the biggest ratings ploy ever and
feels like it belongs on Raw in 1999, though it should do its
job well enough. I liked enough stuff on here and given where
some of the previous shows had been, this worked fine.

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews and head over to
my Amazon author page with 30 different cheap wrestling books
at:

http://www.amazon.com/Thomas-Hall/e/B00E6282W6

AND

Remember to check out Wrestlingrumors.net for all of your
wrestling headline needs.
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